Point of Sale
With MTC ERP you can now work with the hardware you already have! Desktops,
laptops, tablets, it runs on everything.

In your web browser
MTC ERP's POS is a web application that can run on any device that can display
websites with little to no setup required.
Touchscreen or Keyboard?
The POS works perfectly on any kind of touch enabled device, whether its multi-touch
tablets like an iPad or keyboard less resistive touchscreen terminals.
Scales and Printers
Barcode scanners and printers are supported out of the box with no setup required.
Scales, cashboxes, and other peripherals can be used with the proxy API.

Integrated Inventory Management
Consolidate all your sales channel in real time: stores, ecommerce, and sales teams.
Get real time control of the inventory and accurate forecasts to manage procurements.
A full warehouse management system at your fingertips: get information about products
availabilities, trigger procurement requests, etc.
Double Entry Inventory Management, nothing is lost, everything is moved
Based on the concept of double entry that revolutionized accounting, MTC ERP's
inventory management isn't about consumption, loss or missing products; products are
just moved from one location to another.
This allows full traceability (from customer to supplier, not limited to your warehouse),
advanced reporting (e.g. inventory valuation on manufacturing counter-parts locations)
and a very simple user interface.
Decrease your process time. MTC ERP prepares all operations for you, according to
your own logistic rules: push rules, pull rules, make-to-order, minimum stock rules, etc.
Optimizes the planning and jobs with the scheduler to reduce your process time.
Automate your transactions. Get your pickings, packing’s, receptions and internal
moves scheduled automatically by MTC ERP using your own routing rules. Define push
and pull rules to organize a warehouse or to manage product’s moves between several
warehouses.

Accounting Made Easy - A Smart User Interface
Record transactions in a few clicks and easily manage all financial activities in one
place. MTC ERP's user interface is designed with productivity in mind.

Connect Your Bank Accounts
Import your bank statements and reconcile them in just a few clicks. Prepare payment
orders based on your supplier invoices and payment terms.

Sales Management Made Easy!
Fully integrated, the information you need, where you need it. Create Professional
Quotations in a matter of seconds. Send quotes by email or get a professional PDF.
Track quotations and convert them to sales order in one click. Spend the extra time
focusing on selling, not recording data. Get Paid Faster Electronic invoicing and
automated follow-ups. Whether you invoice based on time and materials, on delivery
orders or fixed price; MTC ERP supports all possible methods. Get recurring invoices
produced automatically, create advances in just a few clicks, re-invoices expenses
easily, etc.

Customer Relationship Management
Don't lose time looking for customers, products or contracts related information; they are
all conveniently accessible when creating quotations.
Get access to stock availabilities in the different warehouses, to customer's specific
prices, to the history of preceding offers for this prospect, etc.

Manufacturing
Schedule manufacturing orders efficiently. Get manufacturing orders and work orders
scheduled automatically based on your procurement rules, quantities forecasted and
dependent demand (demand for this part based on another part consuming it).
Define Flexible Master Data Products, Bill of Materials and Routings get the flexibility to
create multi-level bill of materials, optional routing, version changes and phantom bill of
materials.

Purchasing
Automated procurement propositions reduce inventory level with procurement rules. Get
the right purchase proposition at the right time to reduce your inventory level. Improve
your purchase and inventory performance with procurement rules depending on stock
levels, logistic rules, sales orders, and forecasted manufacturing orders, etc. Send
requests for quotations or purchase orders to your supplier in one click. Get access to
product receptions and invoices from your purchase order.

Get the best price by negotiating with several suppliers. Launch purchase tenders
integrate supplier's answers in the process and compare propositions. Choose the best
offer and send purchase orders easily. Use reporting to analyze the quality of your
suppliers afterwards.

